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Foreword

G

Court in relation to the basic structure
doctrine and constitutional restraint.

reetings from CEPIL, it’s the
middle of year and a lot is
going on at CEPIL. The following are
the highlights of what transpired in
quarter two 2019;
We have continued to mentor
young lawyers to be champions
and advocates of the Rule of Law.
We had three Rule of Law Sessions;
in April, May and June. In the last
session, the young lawyers were
awarded certificates of completion
and participation. They are now
tasked with sharing their knowledge
with
secondary
schools
and
university students in the Rule of Law
clubs established by the Uganda
Law Society.
The Champions engaged with CEPIL
stakeholders on the Administration
of the Judiciary Bill 2018 with the
aim of getting comments and
recommendations on a position
paper they developed.
As advocates for the independence
of the Judiciary, we held an
advocacy dialogue in May to discuss

Legal awareness and sensitization is
key to building an informed and legally
alert citizenry. Our online campaign,
#KnowtheLaw #KnowYourRights, write
ups on court processes and judgment
summaries are up and running on
social media and our website. This
enables the public to understand the
law easily.

Jacqueline Ayuya Mukasa,
Executive Director CEPIL
the oversight function of the
Supreme Court as the custodian
of Rule of Law. The dialogue
was premised on the recent
Supreme Court ruling on the “age
limit petition” challenging the
amendment of the Constitution
to remove presidential age limits.
This laid a platform that analyzed
the decision of the Supreme

The Proposed guidelines to the
media and the security agencies
while covering protests are still in
the pipeline, pending their launch
and dissemination. On that note it is
imperative that more consultations
are made to ensure ownership of the
same.
We are almost done with the 2018
Judicial Scorecard Report. In this
quarter a technical team of legal
professionals met to review and give
feedback on the draft report. In
addition, senior legal professionals
have been meeting to review
Judgments and score Judicial officers
performance.

The Review Meeting for Quarter One 2019
At the beginning of April, we had a
meeting to review our Quarter One
2019(January-March)
programme
implimentation progress and plan for
Quarter Two 2019(April-June). One
of the initiatives emphasized at the
meeting, was to scale-up programmatic
interventions to expand our reach by
working with other stakeholders.

The CEPIL Team at the Quarter One 2019 Review Meeting

Session Two, Three and Four of the Rule of Law
Champions Initiative
Wall - Vice President of the Uganda Law Society
and Mr Mugoya Musa - Initiative on Social and
Economic Rights) shared knowledge on how to
carry out evidence-based research and use it as
a tool to advocate for the Rule of Law. This session
emphasized constant and regular reference to
the Constitution and all applicable laws as a tool
to promote accountability and the Rule of Law.

The CEPIL Team and the Mentees with Ms. Sarah Labwot

CEPIL has successfully carried out Session Two, Three
and Four of the Rule of Champions Initiative.
Session Two took place on the 23rd - 25th of April
2019 and focused on the use of Evidence Based
Research in Promoting the Rule of Law. The Mentors
(Mr. Gerald Batanda - Signum Advocates, Ms. Atim
Patricia - Public Interest Law Clinic, Ms. Pamela
Kamlega - Justice Centres Uganda, Ms. Pheona
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Session Three took place on the 28th - 30th May
2019 and focused on mapping areas for promoting,
advocating and defending the Rule of Law. The
mentors (Mr Silver Kayondo - Ortus Advocates, Mr.
Eron Kiiza - Kiiza & Mugisha Advocates, Ms. Sarah
Bireete - Centre for Constitutional Governance and
Ms. Suzan Labwot - Uganda Women’s Network)
shared information about their organizations and
identified the following areas for the promotion of
the Rule of Law:
1. Promotion of Women’s Rights in partnership with
Women lead movements and organizations,
2. Legislative advocacy by carrying out research,
submitting and presenting positon papers to
stakeholders in order to cause legislative reform,
3. Offering legal aid and using alternative methods
of dispute resolution,

4. Public interest litigation challenging unlawful
actions of the state and holding the state
accountable to the law.
Session Four took place on the 25th - 27th of June
2019 and focused on helping the young lawyers
identify where to get involved and how to practically
promote the Rule of Law. This session also equipped
the young lawyers with leadership skills to aid them in
the struggle to promote and defend the Rule of Law
in Uganda.

The CEPIL Team and the Mentees with Ms. Phiona Wall

The CEPIL Team and the Mentees with Ms. Sarah Bireete

The mentors (Mr. Ehsan Oriath - African Prisons
Project, Ms. Sarah Kasande - International Centre
for Transitional Justice, Dr. Roslyn Karugonjo - School
of Law Uganda Christian University, Mr. Emmanuel
Muwonge - Katende & Ssempebwa Advocates, Mr.
Arnold Kwesiga - Initiative on Social Economic Rights
and Mrs. Tessa Kawooya Bakayana - Uganda Law
Reform Commission) emphasized that the young
lawyers have a duty to champion access to Justice
to prisoners and be at the fore front of legal reform.
They also urged the champions to use international
and regional justice mechanisms to promote the
Rule of Law and advocate for enforcement of
human and social economic rights at the same time,
restore confidence in the court system by applying
principles of Natural Justice. The mentees are now
tasked with sharing their knowledge to students in
Rule of Law clubs established by the Uganda Law
Society in universities and secondary schools.

The Rule of Law Champions Consultation with
CEPIL Partners on the pros and cons of the
Administration of the Judiciary Bill 2018
The Rule of Law Champions coordinated by

LASPNET on the 19th of June 2019, Chapter Four

CEPIL had consultations with CEPIL stakeholders

Uganda on the 20th of June 2019 and The Judiciary

on the Administration of the Judiciary Bill 2018.

on the 24th of June 2019. From these consultations,

In this process, the champions developed a

they were urged to reach out to stakeholders and

position paper which they presented, sought

were advised to carry out comparative research

feedback on it’s content, presentability and

with other jurisdictions like Kenya, South Africa,

practical advice on how to carry out advocacy

Zambia and other commonwealth countries.

surrounding the Bill. The Champions met with
the Uganda Law Society on 12th June 2019,
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The dialogue on the Independence of the
Judiciary: Take aways from the “Age limit”
decision of the Supreme Court

O

n the 22nd of
May 2019, CEPIL
convened a
dialogue to discuss the
status of the Independence
of the Judiciary and
analyze how the Judiciary
used the basic structure
doctrine and constitutional
restraint in developing
the judgment in the case
of Mabirizi Kiwanuka and
others Vs the Attorney
General, Constitutional
Appeal No 2 of 2018. This
appeal sought to challenge
the constitutionality of the
amendment in the1995
Constitution of the Republic
of Uganda removing
the President’s age limit
with regards to tenure of
office of the person of the
President.
The opening remarks were
made by Mr. Simon Peter
Kinobe - the President of
the Uganda Law Society.
A keynote address was
delivered by Professor
Benson Tusasirwe, a law don
at Makerere University. He
addressed the content of
the Basic Structure Doctrine,
its scope and limitations
and then commented
on the decision of the
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Some of the participants at the Dialogue on the Independence
of the Judiciary

Supreme Court in this
case and there after
discussed the implications
of the decision for
Constitutional Restraint on
governmental power, or
what is generally known
as constitutionalism.
The Panelists at the Dialogue on the
Independence of the Judiciary

Mr Simon Peter Kinobe at the Dialogue on
the Independence of the Judiciary

The Hon. Deputy Chief
Justice, Hon Justice
Alphonse Owiny-Dollo
graced the dialogue
with his presence.
The dialogue brought
together civil society
actors, Judicial officers,
legal practitioners, the
academia, media and
the public at large.

#KnowtheLaw #KnowYourRights
Campaign
In a bid to promote awareness of the
law, CEPIL has continued to spread
the knowledge of the law using online
campaigns on social media and the

Law Campaign’’
1. Article 29 on the Freedom of
Expression

CEPIL website. We believe that this will

2. Article 22 on the Right to Life

increase public awareness of the law

3. Article 28 (11) the Right to a fair

and engagements with government

Hearing and Protection from Double

where the law needs reform. In this

Jeopardy

quarter, CEPIL shared the following
Articles from the 1995 Constitution of the
Republic of Uganda, in the ‘’Know the

4. Article 28 (12) on the Right to Fair
Hearing: No punishment without law
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Promoting an Accountable and Transparent
Judiciary

O

ne of the ways CEPIL is restoring
confidence and encouraging a
transparent Judiciary is by sharing
write ups on court processes and judgment
summaries on most recent cases on the CEPIL
website. The judgment summaries of the
following cases were uploaded on the CEPIL
website and social media platforms:
1. Hilda Wilson Musoke & Others V Owalla’s
Home Investment Trust EA Ltd and
Commissioner Land Registration. Supreme
Court Civil Appeal No. 15 of 2017
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2. Opolot Justine & Another V Uganda SCCA No.
20 of 2014
3. Mabirizi Kiwanuka & Other V Attorney General
Constitutional Appeal No. 02 of 2018
4. Stanbic Bank Ug Ltd V Ssenyonjo Moses CA
No. 147 of 2015;
5. Galina Kyobe Alina (Administrator of estate of
the late Dan Kyobe) V Daniel Kibuuka Musoke
and Commissioner Land Registration. Civil
Appeal No. 42 of 2016;
6. Sumbu Jean Louis v Uganda Criminal
Application NO.1 of 2019

The Proposed Guidelines
for the Media and the
Security agencies while
covering protests
CEPIL met with the Mr. Haruna Kanabi of
the East Africa Media Institute - Uganda
Chapter to pave a way forward on
the proposed Media Guidelines. In the
meeting, we agreed to widen the scope
and include guidelines to security agencies
while covering demonstrations. We shall
then go ahead and launch them as best
practices for the Media, and Security
agencies while covering events and call
them to be accountable basing on them.

Update on the
Judiciary Scorecard
Report 2018

The data collected for the scorecard report 2018
was analyzed by our technical consultants, a draft
report on the performance of the Judiciary for
the year 2018 was developed. A technical team
comprising of legal professionals further scrutinized
the report and made recommendations which
were incorporated.
In addition, CEPIL is adding a qualitative aspect
in the scorecard. The case judgments for the year
2018 are being reviewed and assessed with the aim
of scoring Judicial officers on the quality of their
Judgments. This is being done by a team of senior
legal professionals and will shade light on how the
Judges perform with regards to the administration
of Justice.

Other Activities
1.
2.
3.
4.

Launch of the ULS Quarter One 2019 Rule of Law Report on 11th April 2019.
CSBAG budget training conference on the 30th of April 2019.
NETPIL Young Lawyers Mentorship Orientation on 11th of June 2019.
Pro-bono Day 2019 coordinated by ULS on the 28th of June 2019.
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Cepil in Pictures

The CEPIL Team and the Mentees with Mr. Gerald Batanda

Mr. Daniel Ruhweza at the launch of the ULS Quarter
One 2019 Rule of Law Report

Prof. Benson Tusasirwe at the Dialogue on the
Independence of the Judiciary
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RT Hon. DCJ Owiny Dollo at the Dialogue on the
independence of the Judiciary

Mr Francis Gimara at the Dialogue on the Independence
of the Judiciary

The CEPIL Team at the Quarter One Review Meeting

Mr. Mugoya Musa, mentoring at Session Three of the Rule
of Law Champions Initiative.

Jacqueline Ayuya Mukasa opening session two of the Rule
of Law Champions Initiative

Mr. Charles Mwanguhya moderating the Dialogue on the
Indepence of the Judiciary
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All this would not have been possible without our committed partners,
Thank you for your continued support.

Our Partners

Visit us at: http://cepiluganda.org/
On Twitter: @cepil_uganda
Or Facebook: @cepiluganda
Find us on:
5th Floor, Northern Wing, Social Security
House. Plot 4 Jinja Road, Kampala.
P.O. Box 28611, Kampala, Uganda
Phone: +256 393 224 509
Email: info@cepiluganda.org
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